
Going to the Dogs 

I feel no pain. Can't believe it. No pain at all. Feels instead like a steel vice is around my 
right knee — getting tighter. But still no pain. Juneau, a 100-pound Yellowknife husky 
just clamped his jaws around my bare knee — and looking down I notice how neatly my 
knee fits right inside his mouth; how neatly his jaws make a canine circumference — 
kinda like a crazy Circumpolar Conference, except my knee is on the agenda. He won't 
release. I still feel no pain. A long time seems to go by — even if it all only takes two 
seconds on a stopwatch. I karate chop his jaws as hard as I can with my bare hand — he 
releases and we both yelp together. 

Am in Yellowknife for a lawyers' 
convention (yeah, okay, I know, I'm a 
lawyer — dogs bite me, don't expect 
sympathy). John Bayly and Terry Woolf 
(John’s a Yellowknife aboriginal law 
specialist, and Terry's an outdoorsman 
and local movie producer) organize a 
two-day overnight dogsled jaunt, for me, Patrick a Toronto teen, and for two other local 
lawyers, John Donihee and Sheila MacPherson. We all want to go backcountry dog-
sledding after the meetings were over. 

Should tell you something about that knee, why it is bare. It is under a kilt. Am Scottish 
(now live in Ottawa) and thought it'd make a crazy Canadian cultural statement to go 
dogsledding up north in a kilt — in fact, I am in Yellowknife for a full week and bring no 
trousers — is a cold -40, but fortunately no wind — any wind and (family) jewels 
could've been on display/permafrosted. 

Grew up with dogs in Scotland. Very comfortable with working dogs. Had two border 
collies as a kid. 

John says dog lore is that brother/sister and brother/brother pairs are so aggressive 
with each other they'll fight to the death if not stopped. In fact the Inuit hitch them side 
by side because their mutual aggression makes them pull harder, even if they do lose 
the odd one now and then through fratricide. They'll clamp on and tear each others' 
throats/faces off if not whacked so hard with something that you get them to open their 
mouths in pain — then you pull the dog off when its mouth's open. 

I have two brothers, Juneau and Fisher, in my 7-dog team. The others are all sparring 
and skirmishing with each other too, like fighters before a prize fight, jabbing at each 
other, but my two brothers are now literally trying to kill each other, and one looks as if 
he was succeeding. John tells me that if a fight breaks out to boot the aggressor/winner 
so hard from underneath that you break a rib — "Better a broken rib than a dead dog." 
So I grab Juneau by the tail (the other end of the dog locked around and into his 



brother's throat, drawing blood) and swing my right leg back as if I was about to score 
the winning goal in a Scotland v. England soccer match, and just let fly. Juneau rises into 
the air on impact — he opens his mouth and releases— then transfers his jaws to the 
nearest available object, my conveniently-near bare knee. And his brother wants to join 
in. Isn’t tea for two. Was knee for two.  

Takes me another half-hour to separate the 
seven dogs, get them in line, stop more 
fighting, keep Dudley the lead dog out front 
away from it all, untangle lines of the two 
wheel dogs (those nearest the sled), untangle 
the other dogs, go back and untangle the 
wheel dogs again. Screw it, I say, we're going, 
tangled or untangled. Pulled up the snow 
anchor. "Hike!" "Mush!" We are gone. Gone? 

How do you describe the mad frenzied dash of 700 pounds of dog flesh careening across 
Great Slave Lake. 0 to 60 in 5 seconds? More like the launch of the Space Shuttle. Arctic 
rollercoaster on ice. I take my booted feet off the back runners and dig my heels in to 
slow us down — the dogs musta thought I was waterskiing, except on snow. They think 
it is great, they pull harder. And the noise? Fifty brokers in the Tokyo Stock Exchange on 
immediate-Bre-X-sell-now orders at full decibel at 5 feet would sound merely meditative 
in comparison. Even throw out the roped-on snow anchor to slow us — could've thrown 
out the anchor of the Titanic and there would've been no discernible slowing (and come 
to think of it the rest of the Titanic didn't fare too well with Arctic ice either). 

And that was just the start. Won't mention the high-speed bobsleigh-run-like- descent 
through the trees, heaving from all-weight-on-one runner, with the runner on the other 
side up in the air like a sailboat's high wind high-brace, only for it to happen all over 
again on the other runner as we banked another bend. Nor mention the way the dogs 
actually look forward to barking and yanking their way up the hills — you can really feel 
the sled (and it was fully loaded - 5 to 600 pounds in all) hunch forward as each dog 
individually pulls hard into its harness. 

Nor mention the arrival in camp, the dogs howling because Pavlov told them dinner's 
next, the dogs having to be chained separately away from each other so they don't eat 
each other's dinner — or each other. Dinner? Left over butcher meat? Dog biscuits? 
Dream on. Whole frozen foot-long whitefish pulled the previous summer from Great 
Slave Lake. They eat it all — raw, uncooked, guts, bones, eyes, everything. Done 
university biogenetics studies on it — the fish have all the vitamins, nutrients, 
carbohydrates, oils, fats the dog needs. Need nothing else (well, o.k., maybe the odd 
knee now and then). Heck they discovered Omega-3 fish oil before we did. Don’t notice 
any of my team had high cholesterol or blood pressure. Did I forget to mention the 
really stinky smell of the frozen fish as we thawed it out in oil drums over the fire? Don't 
know who smelled worse, the fish, the dogs or me. Gotta thaw it, John says, at -35 their 



lips'll stick to it and tear off, and the dogs (frozen fish providing the local anaesthetic) 
won't even know. It's not read my lips, it's eat my lips. 

And Juneau, that crazy hound, now wants to lick the blood off my four-hole-punctured 
knee. Maybe he thinks I'm a dog — wants to make it better. Must be blood brothers 
now, in dog lingo anyway. And do I mention how you catch a dog that's got loose? A 
dog'll take off from you and run 10 miles in any direction before they even slow down — 
unless you do something. Terry tells us the three options he' d learned from Inuit 
hunters: 

Option No. 1: Sometimes works 
Tie a rope to a tree. Lay the rope down in the snow. When the dog crosses it, yank it up 
so the dog's hind legs are in the air, then work your way along the rope to the dog. 

Option No. 2: Works 50% of the time 
See if one of the female dogs is in heat (I'll not bother tellin' ya how ya "see"), stake out 
the dog, wait, then capture errant dog (only if it's a male obviously — hence 50%). After 
whatever's gonna happen is happenin' in full swing, grab the dog in flagrante (fully 
gloved hands recommended — dogs tend to be unappreciative of being recaptured mid-
sentence so to speak). 

Option No. 3: Always Works 
Build half an igloo, i.e. as if the igloo's been cut in two. Relieve yourself (inside the igloo 
— and we' re not talking no. 1 here) and wait behind the igloo. Dog can smell your 
deposit miles away, will return for a snack (huskies, for some crazy reason, eat what's 
left after we've eaten). You grab him/her (this method of recapture is gender-neutral) 
during his/her snack. Gloves again recommended — can get messy — dogs tend not to 
napkin their mouths after a meal. 

Oh yeah, that reminds me. One final lavatory matter. At the end of the second day, 
we’re back on Great Slave Lake, motoring along to get back to Yellowknife (I've a 7 p.m. 
all-night red-eye flight to get back to Ottawa). Need to go no. 1. Really need to go. Don't 
want to stop the sled, dogs are in a strong rythmic trot. Smell the barn. But gotta go, 
and I'm the last sled. Thank God for kilts, think to myself. Such easy access. Check no ice 
ridges/bumps coming up, turn around, feet on runners, facing backwards, elbows 
scrunched down onto sled handles for balance, lift up kilt — you can probably visualize 
the next necessary stage — and watch a long straight line of yellow snow disappear into 
the distance. Sled hits a ridge. Holy _____ Manage — despite hands and fingers being 
where they are — to hang on. Occurs to me, if get bounced off this sled, I know what 
part of me hits the ice first — and what was it that John said about skin/flesh adhering 
to very cold objects? The thought stops the flow. 

Make it to Yellowknife and just make it to the airport. No time to change or get cleaned 
up. Get on the place as is. At Ottawa airport next morning, spouse Giovanna, meets me: 



"You stink, you really stink (me, not her). You been sleeping with dogs? Not just your 
wet-dog-smell, but where in the heck did you get that rotten fish smell? Don't tell me 
your dog friends are on a fish-only diet." I don’t. 

 


